
Schedule

Welcome & Moderation 
  Torsten Pape   HOFMANN GmbH (Germany) 

Lectures:

  Jan Hofmann   HOFMANN GmbH (Germany)

Development of structured road markings in France that are visible day and night,  
even in rainy weather 
  Eric Vandoolaeghe  T1 groupe Hélios (France) 
 
The digital horizon as the missing piece of the puzzle for autonomous driving
  Prof. Dr. Andre Bresge  Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences  
      at the University of Cologne (Germany)

The impact of the EU Green Deal on the European road marking industry
  Harald Mosböck  European Union Road Federation (ERF) (Belgium) 

       

      ä 
       

Practical demonstration of innovative developments of application techniques for all kinds of marking materials  
in AMAKOS® mode of operation, e.g.: 
- path-dependent 2-component Airless spraying 
- combi marking system for cold plastics applying Spotflex® and stochastic agglomerates 
- thermoplastic universal extruder system (MultiDotLine®)
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SimultanübersetzerSimultanübersetzer Simultaneous interpreterSimultaneous interpreter Intérprete simultáneoIntérprete simultáneo Traducteur simultanéTraducteur simultané



Along with our main sponsors 
we are looking forward to  

this year’s industry highlight!

 
HOFMANN. Benchmark in Quality  |  Innovation  |  Product Variety  |  Services  |  Consulting

 

HOFMANN Expo 2024 – The world’s most  
important trade fair for road marking technology

On 28 November 2024, world-class road marking technology 
specialists will convene for this year’s HOFMANN Expo. 

For the 25th time, the global player HOFMANN Road Marking 
Technology invites high-level trade professionals from all over 
the world to its company site in Rellingen, Germany. In doing 
so, this family company cements its positions as the home and 
innovation centre of the industry.

HOFMANN Expo brings together global developments and 
future visions from the industry. The exciting event programme 
includes engaging talks given by international experts, 
exchanges of technical ideas between various professional 
groups, and demonstrative presentations of the latest tech-
nologies – as ever, simultaneously interpreted into the main 
languages of German, English, Spanish and  French. 

On nearly 50 trade fair stands the industry’s key players are 
represented. 

In 2023, more than 800 visitors from over 55 countries and 
almost 340 companies met in Rellingen. 
 
To conclude the event, the after-work dinner at the “Road 
Markers Pub & Restaurant” offers around 300 guests the  
opportunity for informal networking. 

 

„HOFMANN Expo is the world’s 
biggest trade fair and conference 
for road marking technology in 
theory and practice”  
 
  Torsten Pape
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